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Our main objective in this paper is to clarify theontologyof Dirac–Hestenes spinor
fields ~DHSF! and its relationship with even multivector fields, on a Riemann–
Cartan spacetime~RCST! M5(M ,g,“,tg ,↑) admitting a spin structure, and to
give a mathematically rigorous derivation of the so-called Dirac–Hestenes equation
~DHE! in the case whereM is a Lorentzian spacetime~the general case whenM is
a RCST will be discussed in another publication!. To this aim we introduce the









(M )… spin-Clifford bundles on the spin manifold (M ,g). The relation
betweenleft ideal algebraic spinor fields~LIASF! and Dirac–Hestenespinor




(M )… is clarified. We study in detail the
theory of covariant derivatives of Clifford fields as well as that of left and right





~denoted DEC, l) on a Lorentzian spacetime is found. We also obtain arepresen-
tation of the DEC, l in the Clifford bundleC,(M ,g). It is such equation that we call





(M ) and spin frameJPsecPSpin
1,3
e (M ), there is a
well-defined sum of even multivector fieldscJPsecC,(M ,g) ~EMFS! associated
with C. Such an EMFS is called arepresentativeof the DHSF on the given spin
frame. And, of course, such a EMFS~the representative of the DHSF! is not a
spinor field. With this crucial distinction between a DHSF and itsrepresentatives
on the Clifford bundle, we provide a consistent theory for the covariant derivatives
of Clifford and spinor fields of all kinds. We emphasize that the DEC, l and the
DHE, although related, are equations of different mathematical natures. We study
also the local Lorentz invariance and the electromagnetic gauge invariance and
show that only for the DHE such transformations are of the same mathematical
nature, thus suggesting a possible link between them. ©2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1757038#
I. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this paper is to clarify theontologyof Dirac–Hestenes spinor fields
~DHSF! ~for the genesis of these objects we quote Ref. 19! on general Riemann–Cartan space-
times ~RCST! and to give a mathematically justified account of the Dirac–Hestenes equation
a!Electronic mail: mosna@ifi.unicamp.br
b!Electronic mail: walrod@mpc.com.br or walrod@ime.unicamp.br
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~DHE! on Lorentzian spacetimes, subjects that have been a matter of many misunderstandings and
controversies~as discussed in Ref. 34!. Recall that the flat spacetime DHE represents the state of
an electron by a mapC with values in the even part of the Clifford algebraR1,3. However, a
covariant formulation of the DHE on a~possibly curved! Lorentzian spacetime cannot promoteC,
in a canonical way, to a section of the Clifford bundleC,(M ,g) ~whose objects transform as
tensors and therefore cannot describe spin-1/2 particles!. In Ref. 34, DHSF on a Minkowski
spacetime were defined as equivalence classes of Clifford fields. Here we follow a different
approach, and define DHSF as even sections of an appropriate spinorial Clifford bundle. The
objects satisfying the Dirac–Hestenes equation are then even multivector fields which arerepre-
sentativesof DHSF on the tensorial Clifford bundle. Moreover, such a representative is manifestly
spin-frame dependent, so that no contradiction arises in representing spinors by Clifford fields.
To achieve our goals, we introduce in Sec. II the Clifford bundle of multivector fields








(M )… spin-Clifford bundles on the spin
manifold (M ,g), and study in detail how these bundles are related.@Of course, all the results of
the present paper could also be obtained in the case whereC,(M ,g) is a Clifford bundle of
nonhomogeneous differential forms.# Left algebraic spinor fields and Dirac–Hestenes spinor fields




(M )] are defined and the relation between them is established.




(M ) ~denoted DEC, l) on a
Lorentzian manifold is found. In Sec. V, we obtain arepresentationof the DEC, l in the Clifford
bundle, an equation we call the Dirac–Hestenes equation~DHE!, which is satisfied by Clifford




(M ) and to eachspin
frame JPsecPSpin
1,3
e (M ) there is a well-defined sum of even multivector fieldscJ
PsecC,(M ,g) ~EMFS! associated withC. Such an EMFS is called arepresentativeof the DHSF
on the given spin frame. And, of course, such an EMFS~the representative of the DHSF! is not a
spinor field. With this crucial distinction between a DHSF and their EMFS representatives, we
present in Sec. V aneffectivespinorial connection for the representatives of a DHSF onC,(M ,g),
thus providing a consistent theory for the covariant derivatives of Clifford and spinor fields of all
kinds.
We emphasize that the DEC, l and the DHE, although related, are of different mathematical
natures. This issue has been particularly scrutinized in Secs. IV and V. We study also the local
Lorentz invariance and the electromagnetic gauge invariance and show that only for the DHE such
transformations are of the same mathematical nature, thus suggesting a possible link between
them. In a sequel paper we are going to investigate this issue and also~a! the formulation of the
DEC, and DHE in an arbitrary Riemann–Cartan spacetime through the use of a variational
principle ~we shall use in our approach to the subject the techniques of the multivector and
extensor calculus developed in Refs. 12–14, 25–28!; ~b! the theory of the Lie derivative of the
LIASF and DHSF; and~c! the claim in Ref. 17 that the existence of spinor fields in a Lorentzian
manifold requires a minimum amount of curvature. This problem is important in view of the
proposed teleparallel theories of the gravitational field.
Finally, in the Appendix we derive some formulas employed in the main text for the covariant
derivative of Clifford and spinor fields, using the general theory of covariant derivatives on
associated vector bundles. In general, our notation corresponds to that in Ref. 34.
A few acronyms are used in the present paper~to avoid long sentences! and they are summa-
rized below for the reader’s convenience:
DHE—Dirac–Hestenes Equation
DHSF—Dirac–Hestenes Spinor Field






LIASF—Left Ideal Algebraic Spinor Field
PFB—Principal Fiber Bundle
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RIASF—Right Ideal Algebraic Spinor Field
RCST—Riemann–Cartan Spacetime
II. THE CLIFFORD BUNDLE OF SPACETIME AND THEIR IRREDUCIBLE MODULE
REPRESENTATIONS
A. The Clifford bundle of spacetime
Let M be a four dimensional, real, connected, paracompact and noncompact manifold. Let
TM @T* M # be the tangent@cotangent# bundle ofM .
Definition 1: A Lorentzian manifold is a pair(M ,g), where gPsecT2,0M is a Lorentzian
metric of signature~1,3!, i.e., for all xPM , TxM.Tx* M.R
1,3, where R1,3 is the vector
Minkowski space.
Definition 2: A spacetimeM is a pentuple(M ,g,“,tg ,↑) where(M ,g,tg ,↑) is an oriented
Lorentzian manifold (oriented bytg) and time oriented by an appropriated equivalence relation
(denoted↑) for the timelike vectors at the tangent space TxM , ;xPM . (See Ref. 35 for details.)
“ is a linear connection for M such that“g50.
Definition 3: Let T and R be respectively, the torsion and curvature tensors of“. If in
addition to the requirements of the previous definitions,T(“)50, thenM is said to be a Lorent-
zian spacetime. The particular Lorentzian spacetime where M.R4 and such thatR(“)50 is
called Minkowski spacetime and will be denoted byM. WhenT(“) is possibly nonzero,M is
said to be a Riemann–Cartan spacetime (RCST). A particular RCST such thatR(“)50 is called
a teleparallel spacetime.
In what follows PSO
1,3
e (M ) denotes the principal bundle of orientedLorentz tetrads. @We
assume that the reader is acquainted with the structure ofPSO
1,3
e (M ), whose sections are the time
oriented and oriented orthonormal frames, each one associated by a local trivialization to au ique
element ofSO1,3
e (M ). See, e.g., Refs. 16, 22, 29, 30.#
It is well known32 that the natural operations on metric vector spaces, such as direct sum,
tensor product, exterior power, etc., carry over canonically to vector bundles with metrics. We
have the following definition.




whereC,(TxM ,gx) is the Clifford algebra associated with(TxM ,gx) (see, e.g. Ref. 34).
As is well known,4,5,10 C,(M ,g) is a quotient~or factor! bundle, namely
C,~M ,g!5 tMJ~M ,g! , ~2!
wheretM5 % r 50
` T0,rM andT(0,r )M is the space ofr -contravariant tensor fields, andJ(M ,g) is
the bundle of ideals whose fibers are the two-sided ideals intM generated by the elements of the
form a^ b1b^ a22g(a,b), with a,bPTM. In what follows, we denote the real Clifford algebra
associated toRp,q by Rp,q . The even subalgebra ofRp,q will be denoted byRp,q
0 ~see, e.g., Ref.
34!.
Let pc :C,(M ,g)→M be the canonical projection ofC,(M ,g) and let $Ua% be an open
covering of M . There are trivialization mappingsc i :pc
21(Ui)→Ui3R1,3 of the form c i(p)
5„pc(p),c i ,x(p)…5„x,c i ,x(p)…. If xPUiùU j andpPpc
21(x), then
c i ,x~p!5hi j ~x!c j ,x~p!, ~3!
for hi j (x)PAut(R1,3), wherehi j :UiùU j→Aut(R1,3) are the transition mappings ofC,(M ,g).
We know that every automorphism ofR1,3 is inner and it follows that
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hi j ~x!c j ,x~p!5gi j ~x!c i ,x~p!gi j ~x!
21, ~4!
for somegi j (x)PR1,3
! , the group of invertible elements ofR1,3.
Now, the group SO1,3
e has as it is well known~see, e.g., Refs. 2, 3, 5, 21, 34! a natural
extension in the Clifford algebraR1,3. Indeed we know thatR1,3
! acts naturally onR1,3 as an
algebra automorphism through its adjoint representation. A set oflif s of the transition functions of





then Adgi j 5hi j in all intersections.
Also s5AduSpin
1,3
e defines a group homeomorphisms:Spin1,3
e →SO1,3e which is onto with
kernelZ2 . @Recall that Spin1,3
e 5$aPR1,3
0 :aã51%.SL(2,C) is the universal covering group of the
restricted Lorentz group SO1,3
e . See, e.g., Ref. 34.# We have that Ad215 identity, and so
Ad:Spin1,3
e →Aut(R1,3) descends to a representation of SO1,3e . Let us call Ad8 this representation,
i.e., Ad8:SO1,3
e →Aut(R1,3). Then we can write Ads(g)8 a5Adg a5gag21.
From this it is clear that the structure group of the Clifford bundleC,(M ,g) is reducible from
Aut(R1,3) to SO1,3
e . This follows immediately from the Lorentzian structure of (M ,g) and the fact
thatC,(M ,g) is the exterior bundle where the fibers are equipped with the Clifford product. Thus
the transition maps of the principal bundle of oriented Lorentz tetradsPSO
1,3
e (M ) can be~through
Ad8) taken as transition maps for the Clifford bundle. We then have5
C,~M ,g!5PSO
1,3
e ~M !3Ad8R1,3, ~6!




Definition 5: Sections ofC,(M ,g) are called Clifford fields. (We note that the term Clifford
fields was used in Ref. 34 for mappings from Minkowski spacetime to the Clifford algebraR1,3.)
B. Spinor bundles
Definition 6: A spin structure on M consists of a principal fiber bundleps :PSpin
1,3
e (M )→M
(called the Spin Frame Bundle) with groupSpin1,3





e ~M !, ~7!
satisfying the following conditions.
~i! p„s(p)…5ps(p);pPPSpin
1,3
e (M ); p is the projection map of the bundlePSO
1,3
e (M ).
~ii ! s(pu)5s(p)Adu , ;pPPSpin
1,3
e (M ) and Ad:Spin1,3
e →Aut(R1,3), Adu :R1,3{x°uxu21
PR1,3.
Recall that minimal left~right! ideals ofRp,q are left ~right! modules forRp,q .
34 In Ref. 34,
covariant, algebraic and Dirac–Hestenes spinors@when (p,q)5(1,3)] were defined as certain
equivalence classes in appropriate sets, and apreliminary definition for fields of these objects
living on Minkowski spacetime was given. We are now interested in defining algebraic Dirac
spinor fields and also Dirac–Hestenes spinor fields, on a general Riemann–Cartan spacetime





e (M ) andPSO
1,3
e (M ), as captured in Definition 6, is essential for
that matter.
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It is therefore natural to ask the following: When does a spin strucute exist on an oriented
manifold M? The answer, which is a classical result~Refs. 1, 4, 5, 10, 15, 22, 29–31, 33, 32! is
that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a spin structure onM is that the
second Stiefel–Whitney classw2(M ) of M is trivial. Moreover, when a spin structure exists, one
can show that it is unique~modulo isomorfisms! if and only if H1(M ,Z2) is trivial.
Remark 7: For a spacetimeM (Definition 2), a spin structure exists if and only if PSO
1,3
e (M )
is a trivial bundle. This was originally shown by Geroch.16
Definition 8: We call global sectionsjPsecPSO
1,3
e (M ) Lorentz framesand global sections
JPsecPSpin
1,3
e (M ) spin frames.
Remark 9: Recall that a principal bundle is trivial if and only if it admits a global section.
Therefore, Geroch’s result says that a (noncompact) spacetime admits a spin structure if and only
if it admits a (globally defined) Lorentz frame. In fact, it is possible to replace PSO
1,3
e (M ) by
PSpin
1,3
e (M ) in Remark 7 (see Ref. 16, Footnote 25). In this way, when a (noncompact) spacetime
admits a spin structure, the bundle PSpin
1,3
e (M ) is trivial and, therefore, every bundle associated to
it is also trivial.
Definition 10: An oriented manifold endowed with a spin structure will be called a spin
manifold.
We now present the most usual definitions of spinor bundles appearing in the literature and
next we find appropriate vector bundles such that particular sections are LIASF or DHSF.@We
recall that there are some other~ quivalent! definitions of spinor bundles that we are not going to




Definition 11: A real spinor bundle for M is a vector bundle,
S~M !5PSpin
1,3
e ~M !Ãm lM , ~8!
whereM is a left module forR1,3 and m l is a representation ofSpin1,3
e on End(M ) given by left
multiplication by elements ofSpin1,3
e .





whereM! is a right module forR1,3 and m r is a representationof Spin1,3
e in End(M ) given by
right multiplication by (inverse) elements ofSpin1,3
e . [More precisely, this means that given u
PSpin1,3
e , aPM* , m r(u)a5au
21, so that m r(uu8)a5a(uu8)
215au821u21
5m r(u)m r(u8)a.]
Definition 13: A complex spinor bundle for M is a vector bundle,
Sc~M !5PSpin
1,3
e ~M !ÃmcM c , ~10!
whereM c is a complex left module forC^ R1,3.R4,1.C(4), and wheremc is a representation of
Spin1,3
e in End(M c) given by left multiplication by elements ofSpin1,3
e .




e ~M !ÃmcM c
!, ~11!
whereM c
! is a complex right module forC^ R1,3.R4,1.C(4), and wheremc is a representation
of Spin1,3
e in End(M c) given by right multiplication by (inverse) elements ofSpin1,3
e . [More
precisely, this means that given uPSpin1,3
e , aPM* , m r(u)a5au
21.]
Taking, e.g.,M c5C
4 and mc the D
(1/2,0)
% D (0,1/2) representation of Spin1,3
e >SL(2,C) in
End(C4), we immediately recognize the usual definition of the covariant spinor bundle ofM as
given, e.g., in~Refs. 7, 8, 9, 15, 29, 30!.
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C. Left spin-Clifford bundle
As shown in Ref. 34, besides the idealI 5R1,3
1
2(11E0), other ideals exist inR1,3 that are only
algebraically equivalent to this one.~This fact gives rise to a large class of multivector Dirac
equations in flat spacetime, generalizing the Dirac–Hestenes equation.23,24! In order to capture all
possibilities we recall thatR1,3 can be considered as a module over itself by left~or right!
multiplication. We are thus led to the following definition.







e ~M !3 lR1,3, ~12!
where l is the representation ofSpin1,3










(M ) is a ‘‘principal R1,3-bundle,’’ i.e., it admits a free action ofR1,3 on the
right,5 which is denoted by Rg , gPR1,3. This will be considered in Sec. V.










0 . (The symbol AB means that A is embedded in B and A#B.) Hence





(M ), which is a vector bundle very different fromC,(M ,g). Their
relation is presented below, but before that we give the following definition.




(M ) such that there exists a primitive











(M ) is called a left ideal algebraic spinor field
(LIASF). I (M ) can be thought of as a real spinor bundle for M such thatM in Eq. (8) is a
minimal left ideal ofR1,3.
Definition 19: Two subbundles I(M ) and I8(M ) of LIASF are said to be geometrically equiva-
lent if the idempotents e, e8PR1,3 (appearing in the previous definition) are related by an element
uPSpin1,3
e , i.e., e85ueu21.












(M ) are called right spin-Clifford fields.
In Eq. ~14! r refers to the representation of Spin1,3
e on R1,3given by r (a)x5xa
21. As in the







which comes from the embedding Spin1,3
e
R1,3





(M ). This will be proved in Sec. V.




(M ) such that there exists a primitive
idempotent elemente of R1,3 with
LeC5eC5C, ~15!
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(M ) is called a right ideal algebraic spinor field
(RIASF). I !(M ) can be thought of as a real spinor bundle for M such thatM! in Eq. (9) is a
minimal right ideal ofR1,3.
Definition 22: Two subbundles I* (M ) and I* 8(M ) of RIASF are said to be geometrically
equivalent if the idempotents e, 8PR1,3 (appearing in the previous definition) are related by an
element uPSpin1,3
e , i.e., e85ueu21.




Proof: Remember once again that the representation,
Ad:Spin1,3
e →Aut~R1,3!, Adua5uau21, uPSpin1,3e ,
is such that Ad215 identity and so Ad descends to a representation Ad8 of SO1,3
e which we
considered above. It follows that whenPSpin
1,3
e (M ) existsC,(M ,g)5PSpin
1,3
e (M )3AdR1,3. j
D. Bundle of modules over a bundle of algebras




(M )] is a bundle of (left)modulesover the bundle of





tute a module over the sections of the Clifford bundle.
For the proof, see Ref. 5, p. 97.




(M ) andCÞ0. Then there existscPsecC,(M ,g) such
that
C5cF. ~16!
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 24. j
So, the corollary allows us to identify acorrespondencebetween some sections ofC,(M ,g)








(M ). This and other
correspondences will be essential for the theory of Sec. V. Once we clarified the meaning of a
bundle of modulesS(M ) over a bundle of algebrasC,(M ,g), we can give the following.
Definition 26: Two real left spinor bundles (see Definition 15) are equivalent if and only if they
are equivalent as bundles ofC,(M ,g) modules.
Remark 27: Of course, geometrically equivalenty real left spinor bundles are equivalent.







e (M )3 lC^R1,3[PSpin
1,3







e (M )3 rC^R1,3[PSpin
1,3
e (M )3 rR4,1.
III. DIRAC–HESTENES SPINOR FIELDS
Let Em, m50,1,2,3 be the canonical basis ofR1,3R1,3 which generates the algebraR1,3.





is a primitive idempotent ofR1,3 and
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~11 iE2E1!PC^ R1,3 ~18!
is a primitive idempotent ofC^ R1,3. Now, let I5R1,3e and IC5C^ R1,3f be, respectively, the
minimal left ideals ofR1,3 and C^ R1,3 generated bye and f. Let f5fePI and C5CfPIC .
Then, anyfPI can be written as
f5ce, ~19!
with cPR1,3







Now, C^ R1,3.R4,1.C(4), whereC(4) is the algebra of the 434 complex matrices. We can
verify that
S 1 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
D ~21!
is a primitive idempotent ofC(4) which is a matrix representation off. In this way we can prove
~as shown, e.g., in Ref. 34! that there is a bijection between column spinors, i.e., elements ofC4
~the complex 4-dimensional vector space! and the elements ofIC . All that, plus the definitions of







































~11 iE2E1!PC^ R1,3. ~24!








(M ) such that
C5cf. ~25!
Remark 31: In what follows, when we refer to a Dirac–Hestenes spinor fieldc we omit for
simplicity the wording associated withF ~or C!. It is very important to observe that DHSF are not
sums of even multivector (tensor) fields although, under a local trivialization, c
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(M ) is mapped on an even element ofR1,3. We emphasize that DHSF are particular
sections of a spinor bundle, not of the Clifford bundle. However, we show in Sec. V how these
objects have representatives in the Clifford bundle.
IV. THE MANY FACES OF THE DIRAC EQUATION
A. Dirac equation for covariant Dirac fields




4. Let (U5M ,F),F(C)5„x,uC(x)&… be a global trivialization corresponding to a spin
frameJ ~Definition 8!, such that
s~J!5$ea%PPSO
1,3
e ~M !, eaPsecC,~M ,g!,
~26!
eaeb1ebea52hab,a,b50,1,2,3
~see Definition 6!. The usual Dirac equation in a Lorentzian spacetime for the spinor fieldC—in
interaction with an electromagnetic fieldAPsecL1(M),secC,(M ,g)—is then11
iga~“ea
s 1 iqAa!uC~x!&2muC~x!&50, ~27!
wheregaPC(4), a50,1,2,3 is a set ofconstantDirac matricessatisfying
gagb1gbga52hab. ~28!
@We denote the space of sections ofp-vectors by secLp(M).]
B. Dirac equation in CøSpin 1,3e
l
„M,g …









and ofSc(M ) as explained in Sec. III, we cantranslatethe Dirac equation~27! for a covariant




(M ), and finally write




(M ). In order to do that we introduce the
spin-Dirac operator.








where$ea% is as in Eq. (26) and¹s is the spinor covariant derivative (see the Appendix).
Now we give the details of the inverse translation. We start with the following equation which










(M ) is a DHSF and theEaPR1,3 are such thatE
aEb1EbEa52hab. Mul-
tiplying Eq. ~30! on the right by the idempotentf5 12(11E
0) 12(11 iE
2E1)PC^ R1,3 we get after
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Now we can easily show, using the methods of Ref. 34, that given any global trivializations




(M ), there exists matrix representations of
the $ea% that are equal to the Dirac matricesga @appearing in Eq.~27!#. In that way the corre-
spondence between Eqs.~27!, ~30! and ~31! is proved.
Remark 33: We emphasize at this point that we call Eq. (30) theDEC, l . It looks similar to the
Dirac–Hestenes equation (on Minkowski spacetime) discussed in Ref. 34, but it is indeed very
different regarding its mathematical nature. It is an intrinsic equation satisfied by a legitimate




(M ). The question naturally arises: May we write an
equation with the same mathematical information of Eq. (30) but satisfied by objects living on the
Clifford bundleC,(M ,g) of an arbitrary Lorentzian spacetime, admitting a spin structure? In the
next section we show that the answer to that question is yes.
C. Electromagnetic gauge invariance of the DE Cø l










APsecL1~M !,secC,~M ,g!, ~36!
with c,c8 distinct DHSF, and wherex:M→R,R1,3 is a gauge function.
Proof: The proof is obtained by direct verification. j
Remark 35: We note that, for the DEC, l , local rotations and electromagnetic gauge transfor-
mations are very different mathematical transformations, without any obvious geometrical link
between them, differently of what seems to be the case for the Dirac–Hestenes equation, which is
studied in the next section.
V. THE DIRAC–HESTENES EQUATION „DHE…
We obtained above a Dirac equation, which we called DEC, l , describing the motion of spinor








s , $ea% is given by Eq.~26!, “ea





(M ,g) ~see the Appendix!, and $Ea%PR1,3#R1,3 is such that E
aEb1EbEa





(M ,g)], it does not suffer from the inconsistency of representing spinors as pure differ-
ential forms and, in fact, the objectC behaves as it should under Lorentz transformations.
As a matter of fact, Eq.~37! can be thought of as a merer writing of the usual Dirac equation,
where the role of the constant gamma matrices is undertaken by the constant elements$Ea% in R1,3
and by the set$ea%. In this way, Eq.~37! is not a kind of Dirac–Hestenes equation as discussed,
e.g., in Ref. 34. It suffices to say that~i! the state of the electron, represented byC, is not a
Clifford field and ~ii ! the Ea’s are justconstantelements ofR1,3 and not sections of vectors in
C,(M ,g). Nevertheless, as we show in the following, Eq.~37! does lead to a multivector Dirac
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equation once we carefully employ the theory of right and left actions on the various Clifford
bundles introduced earlier. It is the multivector equation to be derived below that we call the DHE
~of course, we can write an equivalent multiform equation!. We shall need several preliminary
results that we collect in the next two subsections.
A. The various natural actions on the vector bundles associated to PSpin 1,3
e „M…
Recall that, whenM is a spin manifold the following occurs.
~i! The elements ofC,(M ,g)5PSpin
1,3
e (M )3AdR1,3 are equivalence classes@(p,a)# of pairs
(p,a), wherepPPSpin
1,3
e (M ), aPR1,3 and (p,a);(p8,a8)⇔p85pu21, a85uau21, for
someuPSpin1,3
e .




(M ) are equivalence classes of pairs (p,a), where p
PPSpin
1,3
e (M ), aPR1,3 and (p,a);(p8,a8)⇔p85pu21, a85ua, for someuPSpin1,3e .




(M ) are equivalence classes of pairs (p,a), where p
PPSpin
1,3
e (M ), aPR1,3 and (p,a);(p8,a8)⇔p85pu21, a85au21, for some u
PSpin1,3
e .
In this way, it is possible to define the following natural actions on these associated bundles.




(M ) and a natural left action









(M ,g), select a representative (p,a) for a and define
abª@(p,ab)#. If another representative (pu21,ua) is chosen fora, we have (pu21,uab)





Let us denote the space ofR1,3-valued smooth functions onM by F(M ,R1,3). Then, the above
proposition immediately yields the following.




(M ) and a natural









(M ) and a









(M ,g), select representatives (p,a) for





alternative representatives (pu21,uau21) and (pu21,ub) are chosen fora(x) andb(x), we have
~pu21,uau21ub!5~pu21,uab!;~p,ab!,























(M ), select representatives (p,a) for
a(x) and (p,b) for b(x) @with pPp21(x)] and define (ab)(x)ª@(p,ab)#PC,(M ,g). If alter-
native representatives (pu21,ua) and (pu21,bu21) are chosen fora(x) and b(x), we have
(pu21,uabu21);(p,ab) and thus (ab)(x) is a well-defined element ofC,(M ,g). j
Proposition 40: There is a natural pairing,
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(M ), select representatives (p,a) for
a(x) and (p,b) for b(x) @with pPp21(x)] and define (ab)(x)ªabPR1,3. If alternative rep-
resentatives (pu21,au21) and (pu21,ub) are chosen fora(x) and b(x), we haveau21ub
5ab and thus (ab)(x) is a well-defined element ofR1,3. j
B. Fiducial sections associated with a spin frame
We start by exploring the possibility of defining ‘‘unit sections’’ on the various vector bundles
associated with the principal bundlePSpin
1,3
e (M ). It immediately follows from the definition given
by Eq. ~1! that the unit section1PsecC,(M ,g), given byx°1PC,(TxM ,gx), is certainly well






21~Ui !→Ui3Spin1,3e , F j :p21~U j !→U j3Spin1,3e
be two local trivializations forPSpin
1,3
e (M ), with
F i~u!5„p~u!5x,f i ,x~u!…, F j~u!5„p~u!5x,f j ,x~u!….
Recall that the transition function ongi j :UiùU j→Spin1,3e is then given by
gi j ~x!5f i ,x~u!+f j ,x~u!
21,
which does not depend onu.
Proposition 41:C,(M ,g) has a naturally defined global unit section.
Proof: For the associated bundleC,(M ,g)5PSpin
1,3
e (M )3AdR1,3, the transition functions cor-
responding to local trivializations,
C i :pc
21~Ui !→Ui3R1,3, C j :pc21~U j !→U j3R1,3, ~38!




where 1 is the unit element ofR1,3. Sincehi j (x)•15Adgi j (x)(1)5gi j (x)1gi j (x)
2151, we see
that the expressions above uniquely define a global section1PC,(M ,g) with 1uUi51i . j
It is clear that such a result can be immediately generalized for the Clifford bundle
C,p,q(M ,g), of any n-dimensional manifold endowed with a metric of arbitrary signature (p,q)
~wheren5p1q). Now, we observe also that the left~and also the right! spin-Clifford bundle can
be generalized in an obvious way for any spin manifold of arbitrary finite dimensionn5p1q,









(M ,g) is that these latter bundles only admit a global unit
section if they aretrivial .








(M )] if and
only if PSpin
p,q
e (M ) is trivial.




(M ), the sufficiency is trivial.@The








(M ), the transition functions corre-
sponding to local trivializations,
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V i :psc
21~Ui !→Ui3Rp,q , V j :psc21~U j !→U j3Rp,q , ~40!











and we must have1i
r(x)51j





r(x)⇔15ki j (x)•1⇔151gi j (x)21⇔gi j (x)51. This proves the proposition. j
Remark 43: For general spin manifolds, the bundle PSpin
p,q
e (M ) is not necessarily trivial for
arbitrary (p,q), but Geroch’s theorem (Remark 9) warrants that, for the special case(p,q)
5(1,3) with M noncompact, PSpin
1,3









(M ) have global ‘‘unit sections.’’ It is most important to note,









(M )] induces a different global unit section1i
r ~respectively, 1i
l). Therefore, even in this









By Remark 9, when the~noncompact! spacetimeM is a spin manifold, the bundlePSpin
1,3
e (M )
admits global sections. With this in mind, let us fix a spin frameJ for M . This induces a global
trivialization for PSpin
1,3
e (M ), which we denote by FJ :PSpin
1,3
e (M )→M3Spin1,3e , with
FJ
21(x,1)5J(x). As we show in the following, the spin frameJ can also be used to induce
certain fiducial global sections on the various vector bundles associated withPSpin
1,3
e (M ).
~i! C,(M ,g) Let $Ea% be a fixed orthonormal basis ofR1,3#R1,3 ~which can be thought of as
thecanonicalbasis ofR1,3). We define basis sections inC,(M ,g)5PSpin
1,3
e (M )3AdR1,3 by
ea(x)5@(J(x),Ea)#. Of course, this induces a multivector basis$eI(x)% for eachxPM .











(M ) be defined by1J
l (x)5@(J(x),1)#. Then the natural




(M ) leads to1J
l (x)a5@(J(x),a)# for all aPR1,3. It follows




(M ) can be written asa
51J










(M ,g) be defined by1J
r (x)5@(J(x),1)#. Then the




(M ) leads toa1J
r (x)5@(J(x),a)# for all aPR1,3. It




(M ) can be written as
a5 f 1J
r , with f PF(M ,R1,3).





e (M ) such that s(pu)5s(p)Adu , ;pPPSpin
1,3
e (M ), uPSpin1,3
e , where Ad:Spin1,3
e
→SO1,3e , Adu :x°uxu21. We see that the specification of the global section in the case~i! above
is compatible with the Lorentz frame$ea%5s(J) assigned bys. More precisely, for eachx
PM , the elements„J(x)…PPSO
1,3
e (M ) is to be regarded as a proper isometrys„J(x)…:R1,3
→TxM , so thatea(x)ªs(p)•Ea yields a Lorentz frame$ea% on M , which we denoted bys(J).
On the other hand,C,(M ,g) is isomorphic toPSpin
1,3
e (M )3AdR1,3, and we can always arrange
things so thatea(x) is represented in this bundle asea(x)5@(J(x),Ea)#. In fact, all we have to
do is to verify that this identification is covariant under a change of frames. To see that, letJ8
Psec„PSpin
1,3
e (M )… be another spin frame onM . From the principal bundle structure of
PSpin
1,3
e (M ), we know that, for eachxPM , there exists~a unique! u(x)PSpin1,3
e such that
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~ i ! Ea51J
r ~x!ea~x!1J
l ~x!, ;xPM ,
~ i i ! 1J
l 1J
r 51PC,~M ,g!,
~ i i i ! 1J
r 1J
l 51PR1,3.
Proof: This follows from the form of the various actions defined in Propositions 36–40. For










Let us now consider how the various global sections defined above transform when the spin
frame J is changed. LetJ8PsecPSpin
1,3
e (M ) be another spin frame withJ8(x)5J(x)u(x),
where u(x)PSpin1,3
e . Let ea , 1J
r , 1J
l and ea8 , 1J8
r , 1J8
l be the global sections, respectively,
defined byJ andJ8 ~as above!. We then have the following.
Proposition 45: LetJ,J8 be two spin frames related byJ85Ju, where u:M→Spin1,3e .
Then
~ i ! ea85UeaU
21,










where UPsecC,(M ,g) is the Clifford field associated to u by U(x)5@„J(x),u(x)…#. Also, in











according to Proposition 37.














where in the last step we used Proposition 37 and the fact that1J
r (x)5@„J(x),1…#. To demonstrate










(M ) @i.e., @(J(x),1)#] and an element ofC,(M ,g) @i.e., @„J(x),u(x)21…#]. j
We emphasize that the right unit sections associated with spin frames arenot constant in any
covariant way. In fact, we have the following.
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wherevea is the connection 1-form (Proposition 54) written in the basis$ea%.
Proof: It follows from Eq. ~A9! of the Appendix. j
C. Representatives of DHSF on the Clifford bundle
Let $Ea% be, as before, a fixed orthonormal basis ofR1,3#R1,3. Remember that these objects








e (M ) be a spin frame onM and define the sections1J
l , 1J









(M ) andC,(M ,g), as above. Now we can use Proposition 44 to write the
























r va , ~49!
where Proposition 46 was employed in the last step. Therefore
eaF“ea~C1Jr !1 12 C1Jr vaGe212qA~C1Jr !5m~C1Jr !e0. ~50!





eaF“eacJ1 12 cJvaGe212qAcJ5mcJe0. ~52!
A comment about the nature of spinors is in order. As we repeatedly said in the previous
sections, spinor fields should not be ultimately regarded as fields of multivectors~or multiforms!,
for their behavior under Lorentz transformations is not tensorial~they are able to distinguish
between 2p and 4p rotations!. So, how can the identification above be correct? The answer is that
the definition in Eq.~51! is intrinsically spin-frame dependent. Clearly, this is the price one ought
to pay if one wants to make sense of the procedure of representing spinors by differential forms.
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Note also that the covariant derivative acting oncJ in Eq. ~52! is the tensorial covariant
derivative“V on C,(M ,g), as it should be. However, we see from the expression above that“V
always acts oncJ together with the term
1
2cJva . Therefore, it is natural to define an ‘‘effective
covariant derivative’’“V












which emulates the spinorial covariant derivative, as it should. We observe moreover that ifU




~This is the derivative used in Ref. 34, there introduced in anad hocway.!
With this notation, we finally have the Dirac–Hestenes equation for theepr sentativeClifford









(M ,g), relative to the spin frameJ. ~The
DHE on a Riemann–Cartan spacetime will be discussed in another publication.!
Let us finally show that this formulation recovers the usual transformation properties charac-
teristic of the Hestenes’s formalism as described, e.g., in Ref. 34. For that matter, consider two
spin framesJ,J8PsecPSpin
1,3
e (M ), with J8(x)5J(x)u(x), where u(x)PSpin1,3
e . It follows





21. Therefore, the various






These are exactly the transformation rules one expects from fields satisfying the Dirac–Hestenes
equation~see, e.g., Ref. 34!.
D. Bilinear covariants
1. Bilinear covariants associated to a DHSF
We are now in position to give a precise definition of the bilinear covariants of the Dirac
theory, associated with a given DHSF.
Definition 47: Recalling thatLp(M )C,(M ,g), p50,1,2,3,4,and recalling Propositions 39
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M5CE12C̃PsecL
2~M !,
whereC5C 12(11E0), and e55e0e1e2e3 .
Remark 48: Of course, since all bilinear covariants in Eq. (58) are sections ofC,(M ,g), they
have the right transformation properties under arbitrary local Lorentz transformations, as re-
quired. As shown, e.g., in Ref. 21 these bilinear covariants and their Hodge duals satisfy a set of
identities, called the Fierz identities (see, e.g., Ref. 34) that are crucial for the physical interpre-
tation of the Dirac equation (in first and second quantizations).
Remark 49: Crumeyrolle10 gives the name ofamorphousspinor fields to ideal sections of the
Clifford bundleC,(M ,g). Thus an amorphous spinor fieldf is a section ofC,(M ,g) such that
fP5f, where P5P2 is an idempotent section ofC,(M ,g). However, these fields and also the
so-called Dirac–Kähler (Refs. 18, 20) fields, which are also sections ofC,(M ,g), cannot be used
in a physical theory of fermion fields since they do not have the correct transformation law under
a Lorentz rotation of the local spin frame.
2. Bilinear covariants associated to a representative of a DHSF
We note that the bilinear covariants, when written in terms ofcJªC1J









wheree55e0e1e2e3 . These are all intrinsic quantities, as they should be.
E. Electromagnetic gauge invariance of the DHE





where cJ ,cJ8 PsecC,
0(M,g), APsecL1(M),secC,(M,g) and where x
PsecL0(M),secC,(M,g) is a gauge function.
Proof: It is a direct calculation. j
But, what are the meanings of these transformations? Equation~59! looks similar to Eq.~57!
defining the change of a representative of a DHSF once we change the spin frame, but here we
have an active transformation, since we didnot change the spin frame. On the other hand, Eq.~60!
does not correspond either to a passive~no transformation at all! or active local Lorentz transfor-
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We see that Eqs.~62! define a spin frameJ8 to which corresponds, as we already know, a basis
$e80,e81,e82,e83% for L1(M )C,(M ,g). We can then think of the electromagnetic gauge trans-
formation as a rotation in the spin planee21 by identifying cJ8 in Eq. ~59! with cJ8 , the repre-
sentative of the DHSF in the spin frameJ8 and by supposing that instead of transforming the spin
connectionvea as in Eq.~A7! it is taken as fixed and instead of maintaining the electromagnetic
potential A fixed it is transformed as in Eq.~60!. We observe that, since in the theory of the
gravitational fieldvea is associated with some aspects of that field, our interpretation for the
electromagnetic gauge transformation suggests a possible nontrivial coupling between electromag-
netism and gravitation,if the Dirac–Hestenes equation is taken as a fundamental representation of
fermionic matter. We will explore this possibility in another publication.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we hope to have clarified the ontology of Dirac–Hestenes spinor fields@on a
general spacetimeM5(M ,g,“,tg ,↑) of the Riemann–Cartan type admitting a spin structure#
and its relationship with sums of even multivector fields~or differential forms!. This has been









(M )… spin-Clifford bundles on a spin manifold (M ,g), as
well as a study of the relations among these bundles. Left algebraic spinor fields and Dirac–




(M )] have been defined and the relation





(M ) ~denoted DEC, l) on a Lorentzian spacetime was found. We succeeded also in
obtaining in a consistent way arepresentationof the DEC, l in the Clifford bundle. It is such
equation satisfied by Clifford fieldscJPsecC,(M ,g) that we called the Dirac–Hestenes equation




(M ) and JPsecPSpin
1,3
e (M ) there is a
well-defined even nonhomogeneous multivector fieldcJPsecC,(M ,g) ~EMFS! associated with
C. Such a EMFS is called arepresentativeof the DHSF on the given spin frame. And, of course,
such a EMFS~the representative of the DHSF! is not a spinor field. With this crucial distinction
between a DHSF and their EMFS representatives we presented a consistent theory for Clifford and
spinor fields of all kinds.
We emphasize that the DEC, l and the DHE, although related, are of different mathematical
natures. This issue has been particularly scrutinized in Secs. IV and V. We studied also the local
Lorentz invariance and the electromagnetic gauge invariance and showed that only for the DHE
such transformations are of the same mathematical nature, something that suggests by itself a
possible link between them.
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APPENDIX: COVARIANT DERIVATIVES OF CLIFFORD AND SPINOR FIELDS
1. Covariant derivative of Clifford fields
In this appendix, (M ,g,“,tg ,↑) denotes a generalRiemann–Cartan spacetime~see Defini-
tion 3!. SinceC,(M ,g)5tM /J(M ,g), it is clear that any metric compatible (“g50) connection
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defined intM passes to the quotienttM /J(M ,g), and thus define an algebra bundle connection.10
In this way, the covariant derivative of a Clifford fieldAPsecC,(M ,g) is completely determined.
We will find formulas for the covariant derivative of Clifford fields and of DHSF using the
general theory of connections in principal bundles and covariant derivatives in associate vector
bundles, as described in many excellent textbooks, e.g., Refs. 8, 15, 29, 30.
Let (E,M ,p1 ,G,F) denoted by E5P3rF be a vector bundle associated to a PFB
(P,M ,p,G) by the linear representationr of G in F5V.
Definition 51: Lets:R.I→M , t°s(t) be a curve in M with x05s(0)PM , and let p0




ŝ~ t !5GpS ddt s~ t ! D , ~A1!
with p05ŝ(0) and p„ŝ(t)…5s(t). We also denote pi t5ŝ(t).
In Eq. ~A1!, Gp :TxM→TpP is a connection on (P,M ,p,G) ~see, e.g., definition~a! on p. 358
of Ref. 8!.
Consider the trivializations ofP,
F i :p
21~Ui !→Ui3G, F i~p!5„p~p!,f i ,x~p!…,
andE,
J i :p1
21~Ui !→Ui3F, J i~q!5„p1~q!,x i~q!…5„x,x i~q!….
Then, we have the following.
Definition 52: Theparallel transportof C0PE, p1(C0)5x0 , along the curves:R.I→M ,
t°s(t) from x05s(0)PM to x5s(t) is the elementC i tPE such that the following occurs:
~i! p1(C i t)5x,
~ii ! x i(C i t)5r(f i(pi t)+f i(p0)
21)x i(C0).
~iii ! pi tPP is the parallel transport ofp0PP alongs from x0 to x.
Definition 53: Letv be a vector at x0 tangent to the curves (as defined above). The covariant










where C i t
0 is the parallel transport of the vectorC t[C„s(t)… of the given sectionCPsecE






Proposition 54: Let VPsecTM. The covariant derivative of a Clifford field A









b∧ec, written in the
basis$ea%, with Gabc given by“eaeb5Gab
cec5Gabce
c .
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Proof: Writing A(t)5A„s(t)… in terms of the multivector basis$eI% of sections associated to
a given spin frame, as in Sec. V B, we haveA(t)5AI(t)eI(t)5A
I(t)@„J(t),EI…#
5@„J(t),AI(t)EI…#5@„J(t),a(t)…#, with a(t)ªA
I(t)EIPR1,3. If follows from item ~ii ! of Defi-
nition 52 that
Ai t
0 5@„J~0!,g~ t !a~ t !g~ t !21…#, ~A5!
for someg(t)PSpin1,3


















2(M). In particular, calculating the covariant derivative of the basis 1-vector









Remark 55: Equation (A4) shows that the covariant derivative preserves the degree of a
homogeneous Clifford field, as can be easily verified.
The general formula Eq.~A4! and the associative law in the Clifford algebra immediately
yields the following.
Corollary 56: The covariant derivative“V on C,(M ,g) acts as a derivation on the algebra of
sections, i.e., for A,BPsecC,(M ,g) and VPsecTM, it holds that
“V~AB!5~“VA!B1A~“VB!. ~A6!
Under a change of gauge~local Lorentz transformation! ea°e8a5UeaU21, with U
PsecC,(M ,g),UŨ5ŨU51, the corresponding transformation law forvV is as follows.









Proof: It is a simple calculation using Eq.~A4!. j
2. Covariant derivatives of spinor fields
The spinor bundles introduced in Sec. II, likeI (M )5PSpin
1,3











(M ) ~and subbundles! are examples of vector bundles. Thus, the general
theory of covariant derivative operators on associate vector bundles can be used~as in the previous









(M ), we denote the corresponding covariant derivatives by
“V
s C and“V
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Proof: It is analogous to that of Proposition 54, with the difference that Eq.~A5! should be
substituted byC i t
0 5@„J(0),g(t)a(t)…# andF i t
0 5@„J(0),a(t)g(t)21…#. j
Proposition 59: Let“ be the connection onC,(M ,g) to which“s is related. Then, for any























(M )# is a module overC,(M ,g), the result fol-












vVCe5FV~C!1 12 vVCGe5~“Vs C!e, ~A12!
from where we verify that the covariant derivative of a LIASF is indeed a LIASF.
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